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Parental Input for class placement

We would like to acknowledge and thank the Coast Salish people who's traditional territory North
Vancouver School District resides on. At Lynnmour we are grateful to the Skwxwú7mesh Nation and
Tsleil Waututh Nation to be able to gather on this beautiful land to live, learn and share experiences
together.

School staff will begin the process of collaboratively building classes for the 20-21 school year in the
weeks to come. This is a complex task that involves many factors. We do our best to consider the
needs of all of our learners throughout this process.

We know that during this time of remote learning, many of you are getting to know your children's
learning skills in a new way! If you are interested, we would like to offer families and opportunity to
provide input/insight into your child's learning environment for the upcoming school year. Please note
that this is completely optional, you are not required to do this.

We respectfully ask that you use the �llable form on our website to convey your requests.
For clarity purposes we will only be using these documents when it comes to class building for next
year. If you have previously submitted a separate request via email, we do ask that you re-submit
using this form so that your request may be honoured. 
Thank you for your understanding regarding this process.

House Team HOME Challenge continues...
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Updated POINTS Beautiful
message
A great message to everyone
about being safe and
continue smiling!

Walking
Wednesday
Challenge
This participant noted that
each time they counted, they
beat the number of steps
they completed in one
minute! Great work!!

There were fewer submissions this week to increase team points for the Lynnmour/Xa7elcha House
Team HOME Challenge, but we know that even a couple of points can make all the difference.

CURRENT STANDINGS are shown below with couple of pictures that were submitted! Congratulations
to those that want to continue and those that are able. We hope that others simply enjoy seeing the
pictures from others!. Please continue to submit examples for this next week. We will still add to the
point total.

Resources for Families
During this challenging time, families may need a little extra support. Family Services of the North
Shore is available to help with everything from parenting support, mental health support or CoVID-19
direct help and much more. Please don't hesitate to reach out to them if you need to.
The North Vancouver School District team has compiled a vast amount of resources that may also
help families during this time. Please follow the link to the NVSD - COVID Resources for Parents,
Educators, and Students.
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